Effective cavities can be optically-induced in atomic media and employed to strengthen optical nonlinearities. Here we study the integration of induced cavities with a photonic quantum gate based on Rydberg blockade. Accounting for loss in the atomic medium, we calculate the corresponding finesse and gate infidelity. Our analysis shows that the conventional limits imposed by the blockade optical depth are mitigated by the induced cavity in long media, thus establishing the total optical depth of the medium as a complementary resource.
Optical nonlinearities at the few-photon level, manifested by effective strong interactions between individual photons, provide a platform for investigating correlated photonic states [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and enable optical quantum computing and networks [6] [7] [8] . The effective interaction between photons is mediated by strongly coupling them to single quantum emitters or to ensembles of cooperating emitters [9, 10] . When employing single atoms, strong coupling is obtained using high-finesse optical cavities [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Cooperating ensembles, namely interacting Rydberg atoms, can reach the strong coupling regime without a cavity [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
The cooperativity of Rydberg atoms stems from a blockade mechanism due to strong Rydberg-Rydberg interactions [21] [22] [23] . Within the so-called blockade volume, the narrow-band optical excitation of Rydberg states is limited to one collective state. Consequently, the blockade volume functions as a "superatom" with a crosssection enhanced by the large number of blockaded atoms [24] [25] [26] . The optical depth 2d B of the blockade volume is the key parameter determining the strength of the optical nonlinearity. For quantum nonlinear optics, high-fidelity operation of photonic gates requires d B 1 [5, 18, 19, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] , with the fundamental limit imposed by the relation between dissipation and dispersion near resonance, see Fig. 1(a) . Unfortunately, the present record 2d B = 12.5 [19] limits the fidelity to ∼ 50% and is difficult to surpass [33, 34] . It has been debated whether the limit imposed by d B can be circumvented in long media, utilizing their large total optical depth 2d 2d B , see Fig. 1 (b). For example, two simultaneous photons co-propagating along several blockade volumes may have longer effective interaction time, but the overall fidelity is undermined by spatial entanglement between the pulses and by the narrow transmission bandwidth in long media [5, 17, 28, 31, 35, 36] . This Letter provides a positive answer to this longstanding question. We show that the Rydberg-mediated interaction can be strengthened by utilizing long media as effective cavities, whose finesse F grows as the square root of the total optical depth 2d.
We employ a standing-wave dressing field to imprint a Bragg grating in the medium and induce an optical bandgap. This scheme was originally proposed for enhancing nonlinear effects via dynamical control of the bandgap [37, 38] . We follow Hafezi et al. [39] and exploit the transmission resonance outside the bandgap, where the Rydberg-mediated interaction is enhanced without dynamical control. The enhancement we find is similar to that obtained with actual cavities [11, [40] [41] [42] [43] : the blockaded optical depth effectively experienced by the circulating photons is given by Fd B [44, 45] , see Fig. 1(a) . To render a system with single input and output ports, as required for high-fidelity gate operation, we introduce a Sagnac configuration [ Fig. 2(a) ]. While the maximal finesse of optically-induced cavities scales ∝ d [39] , we show that the overall performance of a quantum phase-gate improves approximately ∝ √ d when accounting for dissipation. Very recently, similar results were reported for so-called "stationary light" in the strongcoupling (non-cooperative) regime [46] . Rydberg phase gate.-We analyze a gate model based on photon storage [18, 36, 44, 45, 47] , illustrating the limitations posed by small d B and the resolution offered by a cavity. Here a propagating 'probe' photon acquires the phase φ = π conditional on the storage of a 'gate' photon in the medium [ Fig. 1(b) ]. Electromagnetically-induced transparency (EIT) [48] in the ladder arrangement shown in Fig. 2(b) is employed. First, EIT is used to store the gate photon as a collective excitation comprising one Rydberg atom. Afterwards, the probe photon traverses the (c) To induce a cavity, the EIT resonance frequency is longitudinally modulated by a far-detuned dressing standing-wave (blue). For example, this scheme can be implemented with rubidium atoms using a probe, control, and dressing fields at 780, 479, and 475 nm, respectively. The angles between the optical axis and the dressing beams are tuned to form a standing wave with a period that is half the probe wavelength.
medium via EIT utilizing a different Rydberg level. We use the subscripts j = 0, 1 to denote the cases without (j = 0) and with (j = 1) the stored Rydberg excitation. In the first case, the probe photon experiences the EIT susceptibility χ 0 . In the second case, within a blockade radius r B around the stored excitation, the EIT conditions are violated due to the Rydberg-Rydberg interaction [49] , and the probe photon experiences the bare susceptibility of a two-level atom χ 1 . To describe the dynamics of a single probe photon, it is sufficient to consider the linear suceptibilities of the medium. A conditional phase gate is thus obtained when φ = Re[χ 1 − χ 0 ]kr B = π, with k the optical wave-vector.
To simplify the discussion, we include no decay of the Rydberg excitation, assuming it is negligible compared to the power broadening |Ω 2 /(∆ + iΓ)|, with 2Ω the Rabi frequency of the classical control field, 2Γ the decay rate of the intermediate state, and ∆ the detuning from the intermediate state. The susceptibilities then acquire the form [50] 
2 /δ for j = 0, 1, where d B is the optical depth over the blockade radius r B , and δ is the two-photon detuning from the Rydberg state. We observe that kr B χ j satisfy the relation [51] |kr B χ j − id B /2| = d B /2 for both j = 0, 1, (1) forming identical circles in the complex plane, see Fig. 1(a) . Therefore loss of the probe photon (∝ Imχ j ) is unavoidable whenever φ = 0, which limits the gate fidelity. The operating point that minimizes the loss has an elegant solution when the whole medium is blocked (d = d B [19] ). Then, the loss is quantified by the mean absorption with and without the stored Rydberg excitation = Im[χ 1 +χ 0 ]kr B , and we observe that φ and form a circle too, now with twice the radius |φ+i −id The above limitation can be overcome by incorporating an optical cavity with single input and output ports, such as single-side cavities [12-14, 44, 45, 52] or ring cavities [15, 53, 54] . For example, consider a ring cavity of length l containing the atomic medium [ Fig. 3(a) ]. With ρ the reflection amplitude of the coupling mirror, the cavity output amplitude is given by u j = (ρ + e iθj )/(1 + ρe iθj ) [55] . The (complex) phase acquired along the ring θ j = kl + kr B χ j includes the medium response with (j = 1) and without (j = 0) the stored Rydberg excitation. For a bare cavity tuned to resonance kl = π, gating the medium between χ 0 and χ 1 shifts the cavity across its resonance and alters the reflected phase from −π/2 to π/2. Minimal absorption from the medium is obtained at the bottom of the circles described by Eq. (1), where
Substituting this into θ j and u j , and defining again the loss and conditional phase (2) we find the relation
where the finesse F = π(1 + ρ)/(1 − ρ). For φ = π and comparing to = π 2 /(2d B ) obtained without a cavity, we find that d B is effectively increased by the factor πF/8, see Fig. 3 
(b).
A cavity induced by uniformly dressing the medium, as we shall analyze, is akin to a symmetric Fabry-Pérot cavity, with two pairs of input-output ports. To recover a single-port configuration, we place the two-port cavity inside a Sagnac interferometer, as depicted in Fig. 3(c) . The incoming light impinges on the cavity from both sides, with the relative phase tuned by a phase plate ϕ. 
with the transmission and reflection amplitudes of the bare cavity [see Fig. 3(d) ] given by [56] 
By choosing ϕ = π/2, the matrix (4) becomes diagonal, and the light is back reflected to the port it arrived from. The output amplitude for the first port is r j − t j , which exactly equals iu j of the ring cavity (with the shift θ j → θ j − π/2). Therefore, while the phase shift of a bare two-port cavity is limited to π/2 per port around the resonance [57] , the Sagnac setup enables a π conditional phase shift, regaining the single-port properties. We stress that the Sagnac interferometer does not form another cavity, and field build-up occurs only inside the cavity. Bragg grating.-We now turn to consider cavities formed by finite media with a uniform longitudinal modulation. A modulation on the wavelength-scale couples the right (+) and left (−) propagating modes E ± (z) according to
, where
with the eigenvalues ±λ = ± √ σ 2 − κ 2 . For a field incoming at z = 0, we substitute E + (L) = 1 and E − (L) = 0 and obtain the transmission and reflection coefficients, t 0 = 1/E + (0) and r 0 = E − (0)/E + (0). The transmission spectrum, shown in Fig. 4(a) for a specific set of parameters, exhibits a wide reflection 'bandgap' at σ ≈ 0 and narrow transmission resonances around it. These resonances arise due to the finite length of the medium and correspond to the oscillations of F z outside the bandgap, where the eigenvalues ±λ are predominantly real. The intensity profile along the medium E(z) 2 = |E Fig. 4(a) . The intensity builds up in the bulk, similarly to a cavity resonance [39, 58] .
The limitation discussed earlier for Fabry-Pérot cavities applies here as well -the symmetric two-port cavity formed by the uniform grating cannot alone perform an efficient conditional π-phase operation. We thus invoke the Sagnac setup, as depicted in Fig. 2(a) . Then the overall output amplitude calculated from (4) is r 0 − t 0 , and the field in the bulk is Fig. 4(b,c) shows the resulting spectrum and the intensity profiles at the first four resonances. Evidently, only the resonances m = +1, −2, +3, −4, ..., having antisymmetric modes, are enhanced in the Sagnac setup. At these resonances, the slope of the output phase and the intensity build-up B = max z E Sag (z) 2 > 1 scale linearly with the effective finesse F ≈ πB. The strongest resonance is obtained for m = +1, where λL = π(1 + iα). Up to first order in the loss α 1, we find the overall transmissivity T and finesse F
Induced cavities in atomic media.
-The atomic scheme we analyze in order to optically induce a grating is shown in Fig. 2(c) . A standard Rydberg EIT system as outlined earlier is coupled to an auxiliary atomic state by a dressing standing-wave with wavevector k s ≈ k [37] . The far detuned dressing field gives rise to a longitudinallyperiodic light shift of the Rydberg state, effectively modulating the two-photon detuning δ mod (z) = δ + ∆ s cos (2k s z). Staying well within the EIT linewidth |δ mod | |Ω 2 /(∆ + iΓ)|, the EIT susceptibility kLχ 0 = −2dΓ/(iΓ + ∆ − Ω 2 /δ mod ) can be expanded as,
We now substitute 2 cos 2 (2k s z) = 1 + cos(4k s z) and neglect the fast oscillating term cos(4k s z) [37, 59] . The terms proportional to cos(2k s z) are identified as χ AC , and the rest comprise χ DC . Finally, the Bragg coupling coefficients are given by [58] 
where x = δΓ/Ω 2 , y = ∆ s Γ/(2Ω 2 ), and ∆k = k − k s . The imaginary parts of σ and κ account for loss, absent in an ideal Bragg grating.
We focus on the first resonance λL = π(1 + iα). Assuming a frequency modulation well within the EIT line x, y 1, the absorption is given by α = d 2 x 3 /π 2 . With this and Eq. (8), in the large d limit, the finesse is insensitive to ∆/Γ and becomes
[60] for details). The maximal finesse F ≈ 1.3 √ d is obtained for T = 1/4, as shown in Fig. 5 . The loss T < 1 is of course the unavoidable downside of using atomic resonances, and we desire to maximize T and F simultaneously. For 1 − T 1, the tradeoff arising from F ∝ √ 1 − T can be heuristically estimated by adding 1 − T to the loss in Eq. (3) and minimizing with respect to F. The result is F ≈ 3 8πd/d B , which scales as
. We find by numerical optimization that the exact performance of the scheme is slightly better than the above estimation. In the numerics, we describe the blockade effect around the stored Rydberg excitation using the susceptibility χ 1 at |z − L/2| < r B . Outside the blockade volume, we use Eq. (6), so that the medium transmission is described by
We calculate the Sagnac output iu j = r j − t j , substitute into Eq. (2), and minimize the loss while requiring φ = π. As shown in Fig. 5 , the optimization finds that scales as ∼ d −0. 43 . We conclude that optically-induced cavities can enhance the performance of photonic quantum gates. We have examined a specific extension of EIT, utilizing far-detuned dressing. An alternative extension is a dual-V configuration rendering "stationary light" [38, 46, 59, 61, 62] . Here counter-propagating control fields couple the two propagation directions of the probe fields via resonant four-wave mixing. We have repeated our analysis for this scheme. As shown by Hafezi et al. [39] , this scheme affords a higher maximal finesse F ∝ d, but our optimization yields an overall scaling of 1/ slower than √ d when accounting for the reduced transmission T < 1, as also reported in Ref. [46] .
Conclusions.-We showed that optical modulation of a finite medium can form an effective cavity that strengthens photon-photon interactions based on Rydberg blockade. The inadequacy of a symmetric (two-port) cavity for a conditional π-phase operation is solved with a Sagnac interferometer. We benchmark the induced cavity by calculating the phase/loss relation in a Rydberg-based phase gate. This relation is described approximately by a circle, whose radius scales linearly with d B F. For the specific atomic system we consider, the finesse of the induced cavity scales roughly as F ∝ d 0.4 (when optimized together with the overall transmission), and thus so is the effective enhancement of d B . By this we establish that the optical depth of the medium outside the blockade volume is a complementary resource to the limited d B . The essential ingredient of the scheme is the coupling between the counter-propagating modes. This coupling delays an incoming probe pulse via so-called 'structural' slow light, as opposed to the standard delay due to EIT, pertaining to 'material' slow light [63] . While the latter maintains the amplitude of the incoming probe field, the former increases it in the medium.
Optically-induced bandgaps were demonstrated experimentally using several atomic level schemes [61, 64, 65] . The proposed induced cavities are realizable with the optical depths of 10 3 −10 5 obtained with either cold [66, 67] or hot [68] atoms. As a general concept, induced cavities could be employed in other systems, where actual cavities are impractical or for switchable functionality of photonic devices.
The scheme we analyze relies on the longitudinal modulation of the refractive index, owing to the steep linear dispersion around the two-photon resonance under EIT conditions. We characterize the modulation using the parameters x = δΓ/Ω 2 and y = ∆ s Γ/(2Ω 2 ). The resulting Bragg coefficients σL and κL are given in Eq. (10) of the main text, assuming the two-photon detuning is well within the EIT linewidth, δ mod Ω 2 /|∆ + iΓ|. Both x and y contribute to the two-photon detuning δ mod :
• A spatially-uniform detuning δ sets the mismatch σL ≈ dx from the Bragg resonance.
• A spatially-periodic light shift ∆ s cos (2k s z) determines the modulation depth κL ≈ dy and sets the width of the bandgap and the finesse of the effective cavity.
It follows from δ mod Ω 2 /|∆ + iΓ| that x, y 1. As shown in Fig. S1 , the transmission resonances first sharpen as y is increased, but eventually degrade. The degradation at larger y occurs due the finite EIT linewidth, introducing absorption proportional to δ The induced Bragg grating relies on the large group index -the slope of the linear dispersion at EIT resonance -for translating small frequency modulation to large refractive index modulation. Our analysis assumes that the EIT resonance is governed by power broadening, i.e. that the metastable state (in our case, the Rydberg state) decays much slower than the EIT linewidth. In this regime, EIT has the peculiar property that the group index is independent of the one-photon detuning ∆, and it depends only on Ω 2 /Γ and on the atomic density. For this reason, the grating performance is independent of ∆ to leading order in the two-photon detunings x and y. Therefore, as long as ∆/Γ d 3/4 , it is safe to neglect its contribution in Eq. (10) of the main text. We numerically verify this approximation, as shown in Fig. S2(b) . Note that the one-photon detuning ∆ has an important influence on the performance of the phase gate, as it determines the susceptibility in the blockade volume; we discuss this in Sec. II. The bandedge is located at x ≈ y. As y is increased, the transmission peaks become narrower (and thus the intensity build-up inside the grating is enhanced). However, increasing y also degrades the transmission at the resonances due to the quadratic dependence of absorption on the two-photon detuning. The first transmission resonance of the Bragg grating appears at λL = (σL) 2 − (κL) 2 = π (1 + iα). Substituting Eq. (10) of the main text and keeping only leading orders in x and y, we find
Note that we further took ∆k = 0 to simplify the analysis; we verified numerically that its contribution is insignificant, as the effect of ∆k = 0 is largely equivalent to a small modification in x. The real part of Eq. (S1) sets the resonance condition, with the value of x approaching that of y,
as shown in Fig. S2(a) . The imaginary part of Eq. (S1), accounting for loss in the induced grating, is given by
B. Finesse and resonant transmission of the induced grating
As shown above by Eq. (S2) and Fig. S2(a) , at high optical depth, the ratio between the parameters x and y approaches unity q ≈ x/y ≈ 1. It follows from Eq. (S3) that
and so
Writing Eq. (8) from the main text to leading order in x and y, by substituting κL = dy and q = 1, we get
where in the last step we used Eq. (S5). Identifying w ≡ αdy and using the identity
we arrive at the result given in the main text, We can further study the regime 1 − T 1 by going back to T in Eq. (S6) and solve for αdy up to first order in (1 − T ):
Substituting Eq. (S4) in the left hand side of Eq. (S10), we find d 3 y 4 /π 2 = (1 − T )/4, or
The quartic root makes this relation largely insensitive to T , with the prefactor π/2(1 − T ) 1/4 ≈ 0.5 − 1 for relevant values of T . As shown in Fig. S3(a) , the scaling of x and y found from exact numerical minimization of the gate loss agree with that estimated in Eq. (S11).
As already explained, the one-photon detuning ∆ affects the phase gate performance by determining the atomic susceptibility (of the two-level system) in the blockade volume. The values of ∆/Γ obtained in the numerical optimization are shown in Fig. S3(b) . Some more insight into the optimization is given in Fig. S3(c) . 
